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The space physics and aeronomy research community conducts measurements from various 

atmospheric and geospace regions using a disparate set of ground- and space-based instruments. While 

space-based instruments and the resulting data products tend to be supported by NASA or NOAA 

affiliated data repositories like Space Physics Data Facility (SPDF), the ground-based instruments 

supported by NSF have a range of ways to make data available. A large research community within this 

discipline also focuses on numerical modeling of complex processes that uses and generates large data 

sets spanning a wide range of spatiotemporal scales. Critical concerns in the geospace community are 

data curation and distribution, documentation of calibration procedures and other sources of 

uncertainty, maintenance of analysis code base, and maintaining data and software past the project 

lifetime through changing storage technologies. 

 

Question 1 (maximum 400 words) – Data-Intensive Research Question(s) and Challenge(s). Describe 

current or emerging data-intensive/data-driven S&E research challenge(s), providing context in terms of 

recent research activities and standing questions in the field. NSF is particularly interested in cross-

disciplinary challenges that will drive requirements for cross-disciplinary and disciplinary-agnostic data-

related CI. 

A key science challenge for the space physics and aeronomy community is to understand the interacting 

dynamical, chemical, and electrodynamic processes in the atmosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere 

system that occur over broad spatial and temporal scales. This includes long-term changes and trends 

across several solar cycles and the changing geomagnetic field.  Support for these endeavors will include 

storing, accessing, tracking, and analyzing data from multiple instruments across several decades. These 

changes impact both habitability and human-technology interactions in the modern era such as space 

weather and space climate. The sun-earth interactions are complex and highly nonlinear in nature, 

requiring measurements across the vast geospace system from a wide array of space-and ground-based 

instruments. The upper atmosphere is impacted by processes in several atmospheric regions above and 

below, which requires integration of data from multiple scientific disciplines. These challenges are 

articulated in the Solar and Space Physics Decadal Survey of 2013.     One example of cross-disciplinary 

work that will expand in the future is the use and merger of data from Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems with more traditional space- and ground-based observatory data.  Merged data bases may need 

to include derived information such as auroral boundaries or L-shell designations that are not native to 

the original data.  Information related to uncertainty of the old and new quantities need to be included 

with the ‘amended’ data sets.  Such amendments, while significantly improving the scientific usability of 

the data, can easily add orders-of-magnitude storage requirements.    Similarly, geospace scientists who 

partner with commercial data providers, especially from small satellite applications, may become 

curators of voluminous data sets.  While bringing valuable data into the scientific domain, this will likely 

become a significant cloud data-storage challenge for PIs and a data-access challenge for users, as it can 

be costly to retrieve large datasets from cloud storage    Additionally, numerical modeling and 

simulations are driven by large and diverse datasets as inputs. Increasingly, meteorological and space 

weather data are used together to drive models in aeronomy. As input data may be subject to different 

community standards, may be provided through diverse sources with varied policies – and as models 
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may require significant and unique resources to run and analyze their subsequent (and often 

voluminous) output – direct reproducibility becomes less feasible. We must work together to 

understand the diverse applications of our data across disciplines, and within disciplines we must clearly 

communicate methodologies underlying model datasets, to maximize the impact of results. 

 

Question 2 (maximum 600 words) – Data-Oriented CI Needed to Address the Research Question(s) 

and Challenge(s). Considering the end-to-end scientific data-to-discovery (workflow) challenges, 

describe any limitations or absence of existing data-related CI capabilities and services, and/or specific 

technical and capacity advancements needed in data-related and other CI (e.g., advanced computing, 

data services, software infrastructure, applications, networking, cybersecurity) that must be addressed 

to accomplish the research question(s) and challenge(s) identified in Question 1. If possible, please also 

consider the required end-to-end structural, functional and performance characteristics for such CI 

services and capabilities. For instance, how can they respond to high levels of data heterogeneity, data 

integration and interoperability? To what degree can/should they be cross-disciplinary and domain-

agnostic? What is required to promote ease of data discovery, publishing and access and delivery? 

One of the infrastructural challenges to address the above scientific questions is lack of standardized 

data sets across disciplines that enable seamless cross-disciplinary collaboration.     While the geospace 

community uses the CEDAR Madrigal database for processed data from many ground-based 

instruments, most level 0 and level 1 data (in NASA parlance) don’t have a permanent home beyond the 

lifetime of the project, which makes it difficult to reevaluate, reprocess, and often reproduce past 

results in light of new information. Further, prior datasets were collected and are now maintained under 

prior standards, and new support is needed to ensure their future usability.    The data management 

plan required by NSF currently does not mandate proper data stewardship by the proposers nor do 

programs ensure sufficient support for it. The data management plan does not yet address 

contemporary software engineering or codebase management, which are now major aspects of 

research conducted in the geospace community.     The challenge of rigorous data and software 

stewardship often requires expertise from the software engineering domain that many research groups 

do not have or cannot afford.     An additional challenge when merging data sets is to understand 

calibration and other sources of uncertainty and, when possible, to find ways to continually cross-

calibrate between instruments.    Recommendations:    NSF may consider creating a resource base of 

software engineering expertise, making it available to broader geoscience community on need to access 

basis.     NSF may consider creating a resource base of expertise in data formatting and in the writing of 

documentation to enable optimal use of the data by current and future users as well as comparison with 

future observations. Such expertise could be shared amongst science communities, capturing best-

practices across  sub-fields.     NSF should consider creating a centralized data infrastructure that has the 

ability to ingest and distribute vetted, version-controlled data and associated software from all NSF 

projects funded to generate data for the broader research community. This requires continuous 

maintenance in terms of technology (adapting infrastructure to changing storage technologies) and 

human resources that should be fully funded by NSF on continuing basis. This same centralized 

infrastructure should also be home for orphaned datasets from finished projects.     To facilitate 
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publication(s), a centralized data infrastructure system should be able to create/mint digital object 

identifiers (doi’s). 

 

Question 3 (maximum 300 words) – Other considerations. Please discuss any other relevant aspects, 

such as organization, processes, learning and workforce development, access and sustainability, that 

need to be addressed; or any other issues more generally that NSF should consider. 

It is important for NSF to create a community consensus on needed data/software infrastructure. This 

should be done through focused sessions at community conferences like CEDAR. The American 

geoscience research communities need to also contend with AGU’s new FAIR standards, and if these 

standards are endorsed by NSF, then community resources should be created to prepare geoscience 

communities to implement them in a simple way.     Development of centralized and federally-

sponsored data infrastructure also helps to ensure that our data and code generated under NSF (or 

other agency) support are protected from competing international political and commercial interests, to 

maximize their value and ensure their accessibility. Centralization of infrastructure also improves equity 

between institutions, by reducing direct costs to projects as needed to comply with agency or publisher 

data management standards; indeed, not all institutions have sufficient infrastructure internally, or 

resources to comply with contemporary data standards.    From an educational perspective, we believe 

students entering these scientific disciplines would benefit from having standardized data products that 

are easy to find and access.     Data infrastructure also requires having a well-designed user interface for 

maximum usability, and NSF should consider bringing experts from other fields like software engineering 

and library science to address this. An alternative to creating a centralized infrastructure is to incentivize 

facilities/proposers/universities to include software/computer engineers into their workforce to create 

scalable, usable software and data systems rather than having science staff create indigenous solutions. 
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